
    

 

Linear Programming 
  Solves a Linear Programming problem in canonical form by Dantzig's simplex method.

  Execute  
2009.Mar.14 18:58:15

iOpt max Maximization or minimization.

n 5 No. of variables (structural, slack, artificial). •

PT
Objective function coefficients •  
 20 30  0 0 0

A

Constraint matrix   (row, then RHS of equality  <ret> new row …) • 

 

 .01 .075  1 0 0  1500 
 .08 .1    0 1 0  1200 
 .05 .15   0 0 1  1500 

Initial basis
Variables' indices •  
 3 4 5

Show b+rc Show intermediate steps: bases (b), reduced costs (rc), matrices 
(m).

  Solves a Linear Programming problem in "canonical" form, i.e., with equations only and xi = 0.  

  The constraint matrix, A, must be given ending (each row) with the right-hand side (RHS) constant ('return' at end of line). So, e.g., -  x1 + 4 x2 = 78 would become  
- 1  4 … 78 . The program finds the number of constraints.  
  This Problem follows the manual resolution by the matrix method (revised simplex). For a "commercial" resolution: NAG version.  

  'Delta' is: (a) [V. Tavares, 1996] the reduced cost (rc) vector; (b) [WinQSB, 1996] the rc vector for the structural basic variables, and minus the shadow prices for 
the constraints, according to the slack variables. ('Lindo' [2002] gives symmetrical rc.)
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